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ABSTRACT 
Various explicit expansions of the resolvent of a square complex matrix in a 
neighborhood of the origin, including the well-known Laurent expansion, are oh- 
tained. Simple proofs using algebraic arguments rather than the theory of complex 
functions are given. Cesaro-average expansions of the resolvent on the spectral circle 
are also developed. Several applications of these expansions are given. In particular, 
these include some new inverse nonnegativity properties of the Drazin inverses of 
M-matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to develop various expansions of the 
resolvent of a square complex matrix. Parts of our results are known, but 
here we obtain explicit formulae with coefficients that can be computed 
directly. We obtain the well-known Laurent expansion of the resolvent as 
well as a Cesaro-average expansion of the resolvent on the spectral circle. 
We emphasize that our proofs are algebraic and we do not use the theory of 
complex functions. These expansions are developed in Sec. 3 and several 
applications are discussed in Sec. 4. These include sensitive discount optimal- 
ity for branching Markov decision chains, limits involving resolvents, expan- 
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sions of perturbations of inverses, and the computation of eigenprojections 
and Drazin inverses of partitioned matrices. The latter results are used to 
obtain inverse nonnegativity properties of M-matrices, including a char- 
acterization of the accessibility relation of such matrices. Also, we show that 
the diagonal elements of the Drazin inverse of an M-matrix Q are positive as 
long as the matrix has no degenerate class consisting of a single coordinate i 
with Qi, = 0. We obtain new results as well as simple proofs for some known 
results. 
2. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
Let C be the complex field and PE Cs x ‘. The qnectim of P will be 
denoted by a(P). and the specirul radius of P by r(P), i.e., r(P) = sup{ (A ]I h 
EU(P)}. Let h~c and Q-P-AZ. The index ofhfor P, denoted vA(P), is 
the smallest integer n > 0 such that the null spaces of Q” and Q”+’ coincide. 
Of course, X EU(P) if and only if vh(P) >O. The coindex of A for P, denoted 
TV, is defined by 
7A(p)= :a+p(P),,r,=,A,, pfh) i 
if x=0, 
if AZO. (24 
Observe that the maximum defining the coindex is finite, as v,(P) < S for 
every complex number p. Also, it is well known that when P is nonnegative 
T,(P) < v,(P) for r= r(P) (e.g., [24]). 
The next result is well known. We repeat the proof given in [22] for 
completeness. 
LEMMA~.~. LetQbeanSXScomplexmutrix,letvbetheindexof.zero 
and let R and-N be, respective&, the range and null space df Q’. 
(1) Cs =R@N. 
(2) There is a unique proiection E on N along R. 
(3) Q”E=O=EQ’, Q’-‘E=EQ’-‘#O. 
(4) E and Q commute. 
(5) Q-E is nollsingulur. 
(6) (Q-E)-’ and E commute. 
(7) DE=O=ED, where D=(Q-E)-‘(I-E)=(Z-E)(Q-E)-‘. 
(8) DQ=Z-E=QD. 
(9) D”+‘Q=D”=QD”+‘forn=1,2,... . 
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Proof. The proof of (1) is given by Hahnos [5, p. 1131, and the proofs of 
(2)- (4) by Kato [8, pp. 20, 21, 231. To prove (5), suppose (Q - E)I_L = 0. Then 
O=(X;:AQkE)(Q-E)p= -Ep= -Qp. Thus peNand therefore p=Ep=O. 
Hence Q-E is nonsingular as claimed. Now (6) is immediate from (4) and 
(5), and (7), (8), and (9) are immediate from (2) and (6). n 
For a given square complex matrix P and complex number X, the matrix 
E defined in Lemma 2.1 for Q = P - A I is called the eigenprojection of P at h. 
Also, it was shown in [18] that D is the well-known Bazin inverse of Q. One 
can easily verify that if P and h are real, then so are E and D. Methods to 
compute these matrices are discussed in [ 191. 
We say that a statement holds when p > 0 is sufficiently small if for some 
c > 0 it holds for all 0 < p < c. We say that a statement holds when 1 p I> 0 is 
sufficiently small if for some c > 0 it holds for all p with 0 < 1 p I< c. 
The n-fold sums of a sequence {aN}N_-O,l,.,, of complex numbers or 
matrices are defined as follows: For N=O 1 , ,.*a, let Xy::a, =aN, and 
inductively for n = 1,2,. . . 
yai= $j i’gla, if n>O. 
i=O i=O j-0 
(2.2) 
We say that a is the Cesaro limit of order m > 0 of {a,}, written 
lim N_ooaN =a (C,m), if lim,,,m!N -mXf$ai =a. Also, we shall write 
Zzoai =a (C, m) if lim,J~‘=,ai =a (C, m). 
3. EXPANSIONS OF THE RESOLVENT 
In this section we develop several expansions for the resolvent of a square 
matrix. The first result gives the well-known Laurent expansion in the 
neighborhood of the origin (e.g., [8, p. 361). We emphasize, again, that our 
proof does not use the theory of complex functions. It only uses algebraic 
arguments and the fact that when A is a given square matrix and I p I > 0 is 
sufficiently small, then lim,,( PA)~ =0 and therefore (I- PA) -’ has a 
Neumann expansion. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Q be a square complex matrix with eigenprojection E 
at zero and Lhzin inverse D, and let Y be the index of zero fm Q. Then when 
1 p I> 0 is sufficiently small, Q - pZ is nonsingular and 
(Q-PI)-‘= - 5 Q”-lEp-n+ 5 ,,+1,,. 
n=l n-0 
(34 
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Proof. When 1 p I> 0 is sufficiently small, (Q-PI) -’ is nonsingular. 
Since Q’E=O, we have that (~~,,Q”-lEp_“)(Q-pZ)= -E. Hence, 
- n~lQn-lEp-n)(Q-pZ)=E. 
( 
(3.2) 
Next observe from parts (8) and (9) of Lemma 2.1 that DQ= I- E and 
D”+‘Q=D” for n=1,2,... , So 
5 D”+‘p”(Q-pZ)= $ p”(D”+‘Q-D”)+DQ=Z-E, (3.3) 
n-0 n=l 
and (3.1) follows immediately by adding (3.2) and (3.3) and postmultiplying 
the result by (Q-PI)-‘. n 
REMARKS. 
(1) If the matrix Q is transformed into the Jordan form, one can view our 
proof as analyzing separately the blocks corresponding to eigenvalue zero 
and the rest of the matrix. The value of (3.1) is that it gives explicit, 
computable coefficients of the expansion. Of course, this requires computing 
the matrices E and D. 
(2) Let P be a square complex matrix, h be a complex number with index 
v for P, E be the eigenprojection of P at h, Q = P- AZ, and D be the Drazin 
inverse of Q. Applying Theorem 3.1 to Q, it follows that when I[ - h I> 0 is 
sufficiently small, (3.1) gi ves the Laurent expansion of (P- [Z) - ‘, where 
p=[-A. 
Theorem 3.1 gives a representation of ([Z-P) - ’ when I 5 I > 0 sufficiently 
small. We next state the well-known Neumann expansion of powers of 
(51-P)-’ when 151 is sufficiently large (e.g., [W, p. 16411). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let P be a square complex matrix and (5 I > r(P). Then for 
n=O,l,... 
([z-p)-“-‘= i$o( i+nn)[-n-i-lp( (3.4) 
The series on the right of (3.4) may be divergent when 15 I -r(P), even if 
[@a(P). However, as ([Z-P)-’ is continuous for ~ECAU(P), we have that 
this series is summable Abel to ([Z-P)-“-’ when tea(P) and I[l=r(P). 
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(The summability terminology used here is that of Hardy [6, pp. 7, 961.) We 
next show that the indicated series is s ummable (C, 9) (Cesaro) to ([I- 
P)-“-’ for all 9 > n+q(P). This result is known where S = 1 (the scalar 
case) and n= O,l, . . . (e.g., [9, p. 4811) an w ereS>landr&P)<l(see[25, d h 
Lemma 2, p. 16411). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let P be a square complex matrix with r= r( P), and let 
O#[@a(P), where lt[=r. Then for n=O,l,..., 
(,t~!_p)-~-~= 5 (i+nn)*-n-i-lpi (Q) 
i-o 
(3.5) 
fm every integer 9 > n+ r,(P). Moreover, the right-hand side of (3.5) is not 
(~9) summuble for any q<n+r,(P). 
Proof. By possibly normalizing the matrix P it suffices to consider 5 = 1. 
Let mr T,( P). To prove (3.5) for .$ = 1 with 9 = n + m it suffices to show, by 
induction, that for all n = O,l, . . . 
lim (m+n)!N-“-” 
N-KC 
g( i+n”)P’= ( ;z_p)_“_l f: ;l;:;;;+my 
For n = 0 and p = 0 we have to show that N -“P N+O as N+ 00. This follows 
directly from [21, Theorem 3.11. We establish (3.6) for n = 0 and p = 0,. . . , m 
+ 1 by induction on p. Assume (3.6) holds for the integer 0 < p- 1 <m, and 
consider p. For N= O,l, . . . 
(Z-P) 2 Pi =z-pN+l. 
i=O 
(3.7) 
By (p - 1)-fold summing this equation and premultiplying it by ml N -“(I- 
P) -l, we get from [6, pp. 96, lOO] that 
m!N-mN~pP’ =(I-P)-‘m!N 
i=O 
--[ ( N;glz)-( PN;glPi)] 
=(I-P)-‘m!N -“, [ (“,‘“;‘)‘( PNiZIPi)] (3.8) 
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Using the induction assumption, the conclusion (3.6) for n=O follows im- 
mediately. 
Suppose now that (3.6) holds for the integer n- 1) 0, and consider n. 
We establish (3.6) for p = O,l, . . . , n+m+l by induction on p. For p=O, one 
has to prove that N -m-nP N+O as N-co. This follows immediately from 
[21, Theorem 3.11. One has the following generalization of (3.7) (see Veinott 
[25, p, 16421): 
(1-p) 2 (i+nn)pi = $ (i”,l;l)pi _( Nin)pN+l, N=O,l,... . 
i-0 i=O 
Suppose now that (3.6) holds for the integer p - 1, 0 < p- 1< n+m, and 
consider p. By (p - 1)-fold summing (3.9) and premultiplying it by (m+ 
n)!N --m-“(Z-P)-l we get that 
(m+n)!N-“-” g(i;n)p’=(z-P)-‘(m+n)!N-“-” 
(3.10) 
Letting N+O, we easily see that the induction hypothesis for n and p- 1, 
combined with the established conclusion of (3.5) for n - 1 and p, implies the 
conclusion of (3.6) for n and p. This completes the proof of (3.5), and [6, p. 
lOO] implies (3.5) holds for q > n + m. 
We finally show that for n = O,l, . . . , 
is not (C, q) summable for any q <n + ~i( P). First notice that since [.$I = r( P) 
and (@a(P), we have that T&P) >O. Assume that for some matrix A, 
Xpi,-Ji+nn)Pi =A(C, 9). Then using [6, Theorem 47, p. 1021, we know that 
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By [6, Theorem 46, p. 1011, this implies that 
or equivalently N “-qPN+O as N-WI. By [21, Theorem 3.11, this assures that 
4 - n > T~( P), completing the proof of Theorem 3.3. n 
We remark that the method of our proof follows that of Veinott [25, 
Lemma, p. 1641). 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we give several applications of the expansions obtained in 
Section 3. 
I. Limits Involving Resolvents 
The explicit expansion of the resolvent obtained in Theorem 3.1 enables 
one to study limits of expressions involving resolvents. In particular, one gets 
simple proofs of various results of Meyer [lo], Meyer and Stadehnaier [14] 
and Rothblum [18]. For example, one can study the limits, as n+O, of 
$‘(Q-pZ)-‘Qp, p”(Q--pZ)-‘QPb for bECS, (Q-pl)-‘D, (Q-pZ)-‘(Z- 
E), and others, where Q is a square complex matrix with eigenprojection E at 
zero and Drazin inverse D. We establish only one example in detail. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Q be a square complex matrix with eigenprajection E 
at zero and Drazin inverse D, and let v be the index of zero for Q, and m and 
p two integers with p> 0. Then the limit pm(Q-pZ)-lQP as p+O exists if 
andonlyifm>Oandm+p>vorm<OandQP=O,inwhichcasetheval~ 
of this limit is given by if m<O, 
if m=O, 
if m>O. 
(4.1) 
Proof. Assume m > 0. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that 
p”‘(Q-pl)-‘QP + i Q”+p-lEpm--n -QPDpm ~0. 
n-l 1 
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So the limit of p”‘(pZ- Q) -‘QP, as p+O, exists. if and only if Q”‘+PE=O or, 
equivalently (e.g., part (3) of Le mma 2.1) m + p > v, in which case the limit is 
given by (4.1). Wh en m<O, similar arguments assure that the required limit 
exists if and only if Q’D = QPE = 0, in which case the limit has to be zero. 
Lemma 2.1 assures that the above conditions are equivalent to Q’ = 0. n 
The above results generalize Theorem 3.1 of Meyer [lo], who considered 
only m > 0. 
Of course, one can also consider limits corresponding to resolvents of 
powers of Q. Such results appear in [lo] and [18]. Theorem 3.1 enables one 
to get simple proofs of such expressions. 
ZZ. Expansions of Perturbations of the Znverse 
The resolvent of a matrix can be viewed as a perturbation of the inverse 
by pZ where 1 p I> 0 is sufficiently small. Of course, the inverse need not exist 
when p=O. Other perturbations of the inverse of M-matrices and stochastic 
matrices were recently studied by Meyer and Stadehnaier [14,12]. We next 
show how the explicit expansion of the resolvent obtained in Theorem 3.1 
can be used to develop an expansion of Q- pE where Q is a square complex 
matrix with eigenprojection E at zero. We then use this expression to obtain 
an inverse-nonnegativity property of M-matrices. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let Q be a square complex m&ix with eigenpro/ection 
E at zero and Drazin inverse D, and let v be the index of zero fm Q. Then, if 
Q - p I is nonsingular, then Q - p E is rumsingular and 
(Q-pE)-‘=D+(Q-pi)-‘E. (4.2) 
Also, if p #O, then Q - pE is nonsingular and 
(Q-pE)-‘=D- 2 Qn-lEp-“. (4.3) 
n=l 
Proof. Parts (7) and (8) of Lemma 2.1 imply that (Q-pE)D=Z-E. 
Also, the commutativity of all matrices involved and E2 = E imply that 
(Q-pE)(Q-p-I)-‘E=E(Q-pZ)(Q-pZ)-‘=E. So (Q-pE)[D+(Q- 
pZ)-‘E] =I, proving (4.2). Also, we have from Theorem 3.1 that(Q-PI)-‘E 
= -z~_lQ”-‘Ep-“. Substituting the latter in (4.2) yields (4.3). n 
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A square real matrix is called an M-matrix if Q = tZ - B for some t > 0 and 
B > 0 with r(B) < t. We remark that Eq. (4.2) for M-matrices has been 
established by Meyer and Stadehnaier [14, Lemma 61. They also were aware 
(Sec. 6 of their paper) of (4.3) when V= 1. We next use Theorem 4.2 to 
obtain some known characterizations of M-matrices. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let Q be a square real mutrix with Qri < 0 for each 
i # j, and let E be the eigenprojection of Q at zero. Then the folluwing are 
equivalent: 
(a) Q is an M-matrix. 
(b) For all p > 0, Q + pZ bus a nonnegative inverse. 
(c) For all p >O sufficiently mull, Q+ pZ has a nonnegative inverse. 
(d) For all p >0 sufficiently small, Q+ pE bus a nonnegative inverse. 
Proof. Let Q b e an M-matrix. So Q=tZ-B, where t>O, B>O, and 
r(B) < t. It follows from the Neumann series expansion of (t + p)Z- B that for 
P>O 
O< 5 Bk(t+p)--k-l=[(t+p)Z-B]-l=(Q+pZ)-l, 
k=O 
(4.4) 
establishing that (a)=+). The implication (b)*(c) is immediate. Next assume 
that (c) holds. Now, (4.4) and Theorem 3.1 assure that for p >0 sufficiently 
small 
()< - i Q"-'E( -p)-“+ 5 D”+‘( -p)“. 
n=l n=O 
(4.5) 
Of course, the power series on the right-hand side of (4.5) can be truncated 
while preserving nonnegativity for all p > 0 sufficiently small (possibly smaller 
than before). Theorem 4.2 and this observation immediately imply that for 
all p > 0 sufficiently small, Q + pE is invertible and (d) follows as 
Y 
(Q+~E)-~= - x Q”-‘E( -p)-“+D>O. 
n=l 
Finally, a simple proof that (d)*(a) (using only the Perron-Frobenius thee 
rem) is given by Meyer and Stadelmaier [14]. 
Meyer and Stadelmaier [14, Theorem l] established that (a)*(d). The: 
proof that (a)+(d) uses more complicated arguments than ours. The equiva- 
lence of (a), (b), and (c) in the above Corollary is well known. 
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Meyer and Stadehnaier [14, Sec. 61 raise the question how to compute 
p* =max{p](Q+pE)-’ > 0} f or a given M-matrix Q with eigenprojection E 
at zero. It follows from (4.3) that o* is determined by solving the polynomial 
inequality D > X:‘,,,Q”-‘E( -p) -n, which can be very complicated. 
We next show that accessibility relation of an M-matrix is characterized 
by the pattern of zeros and positive elements of the “perturbed inverse” of 
the matrix. Specifically, let Q be an SXS M-matrix and i,iE{l,...,S}. We 
say that i has access to i if either i= i. or for some positive integer k there 
exists distinct i(O),i(l),...,i(k) with i(O)=i, i(k)=j, and Qi(iJ,i(t+l)<O for 
i=o,..., k - 1. The accessibility relation is frequently defined with respect to 
any of the nonnegative matrices B with Q = tl- B. The matrix Q is called 
irreducible if every i has access to every i. The relation between the 
accessibility relation corresponding to an M-matrix and the positive elements 
of the nonnegative “perturbed inverse” of the matrix is given below. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let Q be an M-matrix with eigenprojection E at zero. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) i has access to i. 
(b) For all p>O, Q+pZ is invertible and (Q+pZ)i’>O. 
(c) For all p > 0 sufficiently small, Q + pZ is invertible and (Q+ pZ& ’ > 0. 
(d) For all p > 0 sufficiently small, Q+ pE is invertible and (Q + pE),r ’ 
>o. 
Proof. Let Q=tZ-BERSXS, where t > 0, B > 0, and r(B) < t. Observe 
that i has access to i if and only if B; > 0 for some integer k > 0. The 
equivalence of (a)-( c now follows from (4.4). Moreover, we have that if i ) 
has access to i, then for 0 < p G 1 
(Q+pZ)u’>~~~B~(t+p)-‘-‘> 2 B;(t+l)+‘>O. 
k=O 
Consequently, (3.1) implies that for all p > 0 sufficiently small 
- &Qn-‘E(-p)“+ 5 D’++‘(-p)n] = (Q+pZ)ij 
n=O ii 
> i B;(l+t)-S-‘. (4.6) 
k-0 
Since the series on the left-hand side of (4.6) converges absolutely, we obtain 
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by comparing terms of nonpositive powers of p that for o > 0 sufficiently 
small 
- &Q”LE(-p)“+D > i B;(l+t)+‘>O. 
ij k=O 
So (4.3) assures that (Q+ oE& ’ > 0 for all p > 0 sufficiently srnah, establish- 
ing that (a) implies (d). Finally, observe that (3.1) and (4.3) assure that (d) 
implies (c). n 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let Q be an M-matrix with eigenpro/ection E at zero. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) Q is irreducible. 
(b) For all p > 0, Q + p I has a positive inverse. 
(c) For all p > 0 sufficiently small, Q+ pl has a positive inverse. 
(d) For all p > 0 sufficiently small, Q+ pE bus a positive inverse. H 
Meyer and Stadelmaier [14] established the equivalence of (a) and (d). 
The equivalence of (a), (b), and (c) is well known (e.g., [l]). Rothblum [20] 
and Plemmons [16] obtained other ties between M-matrices and inverse 
positivity by considering Drazin inverses. Their results are formulated in 
terms of matrices considered as operators which are restricted to certain 
subspaces. The restriction of the matrix and its Drazin inverse to subspaces 
limits the usefulness of the results. 
ZZZ. Eigenprojections and Drazin Inverses of Partitioned Matrices 
We next show how eigenprojections and Drazin inverses of partitioned 
matrices can be computed. The first result concerns block-triangular matrices, 
and the second result concerns irreducible M-matrices. In the latter case we 
compute E explicitly and obtain the explicit formuia only for the diagonal 
elements of the Drazin inverse. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let Q be a square complex matrix 
Q=(F “d:), (4.7) 
where Q1 and Qz are square matrices of appmpiate size. Let E be the 
eigenprojection of Q at zero, D the Drazin inverse of Q, v the index of zero for 
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Q, and (f&r j= 1,2) Ei, Di, and V! the correspunding quantities for Qt. Then 
E= I El - 2 E,Q;-‘QIzD.j - 2 DfQ,,QL-‘E, j-1 i=l , (44 
D= 
I 
D, 2 E@-‘Q,,Dl+‘+ 2 D{+‘Q,,QL-1E2 -D,Q1,D, 
i=l f=l 
I 0 
, 
and 
max{v,,vs}<v<Y,+Ys. (4.10) 
Proof. It is easily seen that for p @a(P) 
-(Q~-PZ)-~Q~S(Q~-PZ)-~ 
(Qz -PZ)-’ I . (4 11) * 
One can now use standard (Cauchy) formulas to obtain the power expansion 
of -(Qi -pZ)-‘Qrs(Qs -pZ)-‘. Using (3.1) and equating the coefficients of 
p” and p in (4.11) yields, respectively, (4.8) and (4.9). Also, (4.10) follows 
immediately from the observation that -_y is the least power of a non- 
vanishing term in the expansion of Q - pZ. n 
We remark that (4.9) and (4.10) were established by Meyer and Rose [13] 
using Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let Q#O be an S X S, irreducible singular M-matrix with 
eigenprojectim E at zero and Drazin inverse D. Let Q be 
(4.12) 
where K={Z...,S} and QIK, QK1, and QKK are the corre.ywnding sub- 
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matrices of Q. Then K#0, QKK is inuertibk, OL A 1+Q1K(QKK)-2QK1 >0, 
Ecu-’ 
and 
1 -QdQmJ1 
4QKXQK1 (Q~~)-‘QKIQ~QKK 
D,, =~-2QudQd3Qta >O. 
:)_’ 9 (4.13) 
1 
(4.14) 
Proof. Since the only irreducible singular matrix is the scalar zero, we 
have that S>2. So Kf0. Let Q=tZ-B, where t>O, B>O, and r(B)<t. 
Since Q is singular, r(B) = t. Let B,, be the corresponding submatrix of B. 
Then we have from [23, p. 301 that B,, <r(B) = t and r( B,,) <r(B) = t. So 
Q11> 0, ad QKK = U- B,, is invertible. It follows that for all p >0, 
pZ+Q,, is invertible. Let R(p) g (pZ+Q,,)-‘. Then for all p>O suffi- 
ciently small, 
A(P) b Qll +P-Q~(P)Q~~#O~ (4.15) 
A direct computation shows that for p >0 sufficiently small 
(pz+Q)-‘A(p)= -R(;)Qx, R(p)A(p);:(;;;)Q R(p) Kl 1K 
(4.16) 
(cf. [ll, Eq. (2.1)]). S’ mce Q is irreducible, ~a( Q) = vt( B) < 1 (e.g., [4, Vol. II, 
p. 53]), and equality holds, since Q is singular. So E#O, and Theorem 3.1 
implies that 
(pZ+Q)-‘=Ep-‘+ 5 II”+‘(- 
n=O 
(4.17) 
Next observe that R(p) has a Neumann series expansion in p, given by 
R(P)= 5 (Q~J"--~(-P)"- 
n=O 
(4.18) 
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Consequently, 
A(P) =Qu +P- it Q~K(QxK)-~-~QK~(--)~. (4.19) 
n=O 
We next argue that ah the coordinates of QIK(QKK) - ’ and ( QKK) - ‘QKl 
are negative. We prove only the former. Observe that by the Neumann series 
expansion ( QKK ) -’ = ~~_,,t-“-i(BxK)“. Let ~EK. Since Q is irreducible, it 
follows that 1 has access to i. So there exist distinct i(O), i(l), . . . , i(k) with 
i(O)=1 and i(k)=h such that B,(ij,i(i+lj = -Qj(ij,i(i+lj>O for i=O,..., k-l. 
so 
k-l 
(Qlx(Q~K)-l)~<(t-kQIK('KK)k-l)~'t-kQ1,i(l) II Q,t(i+l)<O* 
j=l 
completing our argument. It is immediate to observe that our conclusion 
implies that LY > 0, and as (QKK) -’ > t -‘I, it also implies that 
QAQKK)-~Q~ >O. 
We next use (4.15)-(4.19) and the Cauchy formula to equate terms in 
(4.16). First we get, by equating the coefficients of p-i 
EA(0) = 0. Since E # 0, we conclude that 
W=Q,, -Q,K(QKK)-~QK~ =O. 
Substituting (4.20) into (4.19) and equating the coefficients of 
get that 
1 
Ea= 
- QIK(QKK)-’ 
-(QmJIQn (QdlQmQm(Qd 
in (4.16), that 
(4.20) 
p” in (4.16), we 
I 1 ’ 
which immediately establishes (4.13). Next, by equating the coefficients of p 
in the (1, l)-coordinate of (4.16), we get that 
and (4.14) follows immediately. n 
The following alternative simple argument to prove (4.13) was suggested 
by Hans Schneider. Observe that 
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satisfies (QK1, QKK)x= 0. Since Q is singular and QKK is nonsingular, we have 
that the last n - 1 rows of Q span the row space of Q. It follows that Qx= 0. 
Similarly, y ‘Q = 0, where y = (1, - Q&QK1)r. By usual properties of Perron- 
Frobenius vectors, all the coordinates of x and y are positive, and E= 
(y’x)-‘x-y’ (e.g., [19]). W e remark that this argument can be used to prove 
the negativity of QIK(QKK)-l and (QKK)-lQK1. 
We remark that one can use (4.16) to obtain explicit expressions for D 
and not only D,,. Also note that if Q is nonsingular in Theorem 4.7, then 
E = Q, and (4.16) with p = 0 gives an expression for D = Q - ‘. 
Let Q be an SX S M-matrix. We say that i and i communicate if i has 
access to j and j has access to i. The communication relation is an equiva- 
lence relation, and we get a partition of { 1,. . . , S} into equivalence classes. 
We next use these classes to obtain the diagonal positivity property of the 
Drazin inverse of M-matrices. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let Q be an S x S M-matrix such that there exists rw 
claw of Q consisting of a single coordinate j with Qii =O. Then the Drazin 
inverse of Q has a positive diagonal. 
Proof. Theorem 4.6 shows that it suffices to consider the submatrices of 
Q corresponding to its various classes. Let J be a class of Q. and Q,, be the 
corresponding submatrix of Q. We consider each Q,, separately. The result is 
well known when Q,, is nonsingular (using the Neumann expansion) and 
follows from Theorem 4.7 when Q, is singular. n 
IV. Serwitive Discount Optimulity for Branching Ma&v Chains 
In studying optimization problems, it is sometimes useful to investigate 
optimality under perturbed data (e.g., [7,3]). Recent studies of sequential 
decision processes have considered optimality questions, uniformly, for all 
interest rates sufficiently close to zero (e.g., [2,15,25,17,22]). A main issue in 
these studies was to establish the existence of time-independent optimal 
decision rules and develop algorithms to compute such policies. 
It was shown by Blackwell [2], Miller and Veinott [15], and Veinott [25] 
that for certain models called Markov decision rules the infinite-horizon 
discounted rewards associated with time-independent decision rules depend 
on the interest rate through the resolvent of a corresponding substochastic 
transition matrix. Whence, the Laurent expansion of the resolvent of subste 
chastic matrices was developed to express the explicit dependence of the 
infinite-horizon discounted reward on the interest rate. The explicit form of 
the expansions was also used to develop a policy improvement algorithm to 
compute optimal decisions. Applying the explicit expansions of the resolvent 
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of arbitrary matrices obtained in this paper to nonnegative (not necessarily 
substochastic) transition matrices enables one to generalize the above results 
to branching Markov decision. Details appear in [17J and [22]. 
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